
 
 
Walter Benjamin, in "Theses on the Philosophy of History”: Thinking involves not only the flow of 
thoughts, but their arrest as well. 
 
While it’s tempting to spend the balance of the quarter aggregating data and piling on media, I say we 
stop for a second and start building things.   
 
But!  This one’s not the whole idea.  It’s a thought piece.  And it should 
consist of the following:  
 

• As a field of study, what you think the digital humanities does, 
• How you think its practitioners do what they do, and 
• Initial and interesting ideas for at least one digital humanities 

project that you could develop this quarter.  At least one.   
 

By “you,” I mean you in particular.  Be selfish, people.   
 
How you shape this information is up to you.  You can essay, diagram, video, draw . . . The medium is not 
the matter.  Pick what you prefer.  However, you should figure this in: your medium will influence how you 
(and your audience) create and think through a message.  (Consider “remediation” and “intermediation” 
from Module 4, as well as “syntagms” and “paradigms” from Module 2.)  
 
And remember: A thought piece is a riff.  The point is to conjecture.  Speculate.  Toss out a rich idea or 
two or three, and later we’ll talk about making the whole thing happen.   
 
Outcomes 
 
Your thought piece should: 
 

• Demonstrate a general understanding of how Modules 1 through 4 relate to the digital humanities 
as a field and a set of practices (e.g., apply some of the concepts from the modules, think through 
how to use new media for new forms of scholarship, or unpack the distinctions between print and 
digital texts).    

• Give your audience (that is, your 498 peers and me) a sense of why your project(s) would be filed 
under “digital humanities” and what’s interesting—provocative, even—about your idea(s).    

 
Before and during the process, consider: 
 

• Reviewing the visualization/diagram of the class (in the syllabus). What’s familiar?  What isn’t? 
• Giving the class modules another gander.  What appeals?  What confounds?  
• Looking back at some of your old work from other classes.  What have you written on?  Studied?  

What do you care about?  What’s curious, and what could be developed?   
 
Conversation Coming Soon 
 
Your thought piece is due—on the class blog (embedded, via a link, or as text)—before class on 
Wednesday, April 15th.  It will serve as a vehicle for conversation during your first conference with me.  
Which is to say: I’ll attend to it before we meet.  That way, we don’t start cold.  I swear.  
 
The thought piece will be graded on the 4.0 scale, and it can be revised once.  It’s part of your individual 
project grade.  If you have problems with the blog, then let me know.  

http://books.google.com/books?id=AFJ7dvSdXPgC&dq=illuminations&ei=Q4e6Sd6_O5WWkATG6oiCDA&pgis=1
http://mappingthedigitalhumanities.org/wp-content/uploads/2009/01/module-2.pdf
http://mappingthedigitalhumanities.org/wp-content/uploads/2009/01/module-4.pdf


 
 
Ishmael, in Herman Melville’s Moby Dick: God keep me from ever completing anything. . . .  Oh, Time, 
Strength, Cash, and Patience! 
 
Michel Eyquem de Montaigne in “Of Cannibals”: I am afraid our eyes are bigger than our bellies and that 
we have more curiosity than capacity.  We grasp at all, but catch nothing but wind.   
 
You’ve made a thought piece.  We’ve talked about it.  Now it’s time to sketch out what—aside from time, 
strength, cash, and patience—is needed to put a thought in motion.  Of course, a thought moving isn’t a 
thought complete.  Keep that pithy line in mind as you respond to this prompt.  Or, to contextualize: The 
goal for the quarter isn’t to finish a research project; it’s to build one worth developing in the future.  Recall 
Shelley Jackson, from Module 1: “there can be no final unpacking.”  Determine, then, what you can 
grasp—what’s feasible—between now and June-ish. 
 
How practical, especially for humanists.  Let’s give such practicality a name: “needs assessment.”  
However!  As opposed to the image below, your “needs” here won’t simply be downloaded for 
regurgitation later.  You’ll have to come up with them on your own, with some guidelines.   
 
As with the first prompt, the medium is yours.  But please respond to the following: 
 

• What do you want from your emerging project?  Or, what is your objective, and what’s motivating 
it? 

• What do you need (e.g., knowledge, experience, materials, and practice) to pull everything off?  
Or, to return to Moretti and Module 5 for a sec: For now, what knowledge are you taking for 
granted?   

• Where are you going for evidence or data?  That is, what texts will you be working with?   
 

Outcomes 
 
Your needs assessment should be:  
 

• Specific, pointing to the particular knowledge you need and 
want (e.g., XHTML, GIS, literature review, and media 
theory/history) and what materials you should have (e.g., 
software, time, and books).   

• More refined and focused than your thought piece. (If the 
thought piece was about broad possibilities, then your needs 
assessment is about concrete ones.) 

• A way of responding to your first conference with me.  
(Reference our conversation and expound upon it.)     

• Aware that its audience consists of your peers and me.  (Feel 
free to use names or speak to particular bits from class.)  

 
Before and during the process, consider: 
 

• What is realistic for a quarter? 
• How do you avoid reinventing the wheel?  What did you learn from another course or project that 

could be developed and re/intermediated?  
• When the spring’s finished, what kind of project will be most useful for you?  Think before and 

beyond now.   
 

http://books.google.com/books?id=cYKYYypj8UAC&dq=moby+dick&ei=Boq6SbL7K5r6kASbl6yJCA
http://mappingthedigitalhumanities.org/wp-content/uploads/2009/01/module-1.pdf
http://mappingthedigitalhumanities.org/wp-content/uploads/2009/01/module-5.pdf
http://mappingthedigitalhumanities.org/wp-content/uploads/2009/01/module-4.pdf
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Critiques Soonish 
 
Your needs assessment is due—on the class blog (embedded, via a link, or as text)—before class on 
Monday, April 20th.  You will share it during in-class critiques.  During those critiques, you’ll also respond 
to your peers’ assessments.   
 
The needs assessment will be graded on the 4.0 scale, and it can be revised once.  It’s part of your 
individual project grade.   
 
If you still have problems with the blog, then let’s talk.  I might need to revise or address something.   
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
Carl von Clausewitz in On War: Everything in strategy is very simple, but that does not mean that 
everything is very easy.   
 
Fair enough, Carl, but that doesn’t mean we can’t at least try to make things a tad easier, right?  Despite 
the fact that plans and thoughts and needs and life are all subject to change, sketching out an agenda, 
through some simple elements, is rarely a bad idea.  The key is—to borrow from Chris Kelty—“planning in 
the ability to plan out; an effort to continuously secure the ability to deal with surprise and unexpected 
outcomes” (12).   
 
So how about what we’ll call a “workflow”?  Again, the medium is yours, but please transmit the following: 
 

• What is your research question?  (Try one that 
starts with “how.”) 

• What are the data elements for your project?  (We 
have already discussed these in class; and, if all’s 
on par, then you should have already drafted 
them.) 

• How are you animating these elements (e.g., 
through what medium—for example, a motion 
chart, a geomap, or a timeline—are you shaping 
information)?   

• What do you expect to emerge from this animation 
(e.g., what will information look like, how will the 
audience interpret it, or what might you learn from it)? 

• Ultimately, what are you going to do with it (e.g., how will it influence your current work, how 
might you use it in other classes, how will it persuade audiences, or how will it change the ways in 
which you perceive the text(s) you’re working with)?    

 
Outcomes 
 
Your workflow should: 
 

• Be driven by a concrete and provocative research question, which emerges from your responses 
to Prompts 1 and 2.   

• Be very specific about the data elements you are using.   Name them.  List them out.   
• Be very specific about the kind of animation you are using, including some knowledge of how that 

animation allows you and your audience to produce knowledge—or how that animation is a 
“swervy thing.”   

• Demonstrate that you are aware of why you are using the data elements and animation you’re 
using and what might be the implications of your decision (e.g., what are the benefits and deficits, 
or the hot ideas worth some risk and not-so-hot possibilities that are deterring you).   

• Aware that its audience consists of your peers and me.   
 
Before and during the process, consider: 
 

• How your digital project—through computational animation—demands a different mode of 
thought than, say, writing a paper.  How might you take advantage of this difference?  What does 
it afford?   

• What options you have for animation, what you are most comfortable with, and—again, again, 
again—what seems feasible for a quarter.   

http://books.google.com/books?id=fXJnOde4eYkC&printsec=frontcover&dq=on+war&ei=7ZG6SfWZLIWekwS-3LT8Cw#PPA110,M1
http://books.google.com/books?id=wC2stJS83rYC&printsec=frontcover&dq=kelty+free+software&ei=QoLJSdLcDI6QkASH1pCCDg#PPA12,M1
http://mappingthedigitalhumanities.org/wp-content/uploads/2009/01/module-5.pdf
http://mappingthedigitalhumanities.org/wp-content/uploads/2009/01/module-5.pdf
http://mappingthedigitalhumanities.org/wp-content/uploads/2009/01/module-6.pdf
http://mappingthedigitalhumanities.org/wp-content/uploads/2009/01/module-6.pdf
http://mappingthedigitalhumanities.org/wp-content/uploads/2009/01/assignment-1.pdf
http://mappingthedigitalhumanities.org/wp-content/uploads/2009/01/assignment-2.pdf
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• In your previous work, what terms or concepts pop up most often, which ones interest you the 
most, which ones you’d rather do without, and how those terms would translate in a 
computational approach.   

 
Toward Making Animation Matter 
 
Your workflow is due—on the class blog (embedded, via a link, or as text)—before class on Monday, 
April 27th.  In class, we’ll get theoretical and address the “stakes” of your animation and data elements, or 
how you can make them matter and for whom.   
 
The workflow will be graded on the 4.0 scale, and it can be revised once.  It’s part of your individual 
project grade.   
 
Keep me posted with questions and quibbles.   
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://mappingthedigitalhumanities.org/wp-content/uploads/2009/01/module-7.pdf


 
 
From Dyeth in Samuel R. Delany’s Stars in My Pocket Like Grains of Sand: Someone once pointed out to 
me that there are two kinds of memory (I don’t mean short- and long-term, either): recognition memory 
and reconstruction memory.  The second is what artists train; and most of us live off the first—though 
even if we’re not artists we have enough of the second to get us through the normal run of imaginings.   
 
A constant challenge in academic work, then, is to model something that reshapes the material with 
which you and others are already familiar—to re-construct and re-imagine history, culture, texts, 
territories, and places through new paradigms, without simply recognizing them as what you already 
know, using the same blueprints, strategies, and maps as before.   
 
To produce a contrivance.  To project a world 
and animate it.  To swerve.  I’m not saying it’s 
easy.  It’s not.  But give it a whirl.   
 
You’ve thought about your project (in your 
Thought Piece), assessed its possibilities (in 
your Needs Assessment), made it elemental 
(in your Work Flow), and speculated on what 
might happen come June (during in-class 
workshops).  Now’s the time to give people 
the classification system for your information 
collecting and some results—that is, your data 
model and some data.   
 
This time around, the medium isn’t yours.  Sorry.  Please complete the data model worksheet.   
 
However, when you provide your data, you can choose the medium.  For instance, feel free to use a 
spreadsheet, provide copies of a log, or complete the table I provide at the end of the worksheet.  
 
Outcomes 

 
Your data model should be: 

• Extremely specific, providing your audience with exact details for each of your data elements, 
following the form provided, and leaving no necessary field blank.   

• A cogent means of giving a reader who is not familiar with your project a sense of how you are 
collecting and organizing your data.    

 
Your elaboration on your data model should be: 

• A mobilization of terms and concepts from class (e.g., classification, paradigms, re/intermediation, 
collecting, affordance, intent, procedures, bias, discourse, animation, and distant reading), putting 
them to work in the context of your project.   

• Concrete and situated in your project.  Abstract language should be avoided.  Responses to each 
question should be based on examples from and exact instances in your project.   

• Aware of the limits and benefits of the decisions you are making and how those decisions will 
affect your target audience and your own learning.  Remember: you can’t do everything, but you 
should be able to account for how you are mapping your project.   

 
Your data should be:  

• Well-organized and specific, based upon the framework outlined in your data model.    
• Sufficient enough to—at this juncture in your project—allow you to make some preliminary 

findings based upon your research.  (However, the data does not need to be complete.  You 

http://books.google.com/books?id=ngHQ_ZghbbYC&printsec=frontcover&dq=stars+in+my+pocket&source=gbs_summary_r&cad=0#PPA183,M1
http://mappingthedigitalhumanities.org/wp-content/uploads/2009/04/data-model.doc
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might still be in the process of collecting more.  In the worksheet, I require three rows of data.  I 
recommend collecting much more, if possible.  For some projects, twenty to forty rows will be 
necessary.)   

 
Before and during the process, consider: 

• What you expect to emerge from your animation at the quarter’s end.  How do those expectations 
resonate with your data model?   

• Returning to what you churned out in response to Prompts 1 through 3.  What’s your trajectory, 
collector?   

• How, broadly speaking, this approach to humanities work relates to your previous coursework 
and experiences, and to what effects.   

• Revisiting the modules and contacting me and/or your peers with any questions you have about 
the terms and concepts used.   

 
Another Review Coming Soon 
 
Your data model worksheet is due—on the class blog (embedded, via a link, or as text)—before class on 
Monday, May 11th.   During that class, your worksheet will be peer reviewed, and I will grade your 
worksheet based on that peer review.   
 
The data model will be graded on the 4.0 scale, and it can be revised once.  It’s part of your individual 
project grade.    
 
Hope all’s coming along well.  As always, let me know about your concerns.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://mappingthedigitalhumanities.org/?page_id=235


 
 
From Hervé Le Tellier’s “All Our Thoughts”: I think the exact shade of your eyes is No. 574 in the Pantone 
color scale. 
 
Ah . . . the abstract: the oh so academic act of summarizing work 
that’s often still in progress.  Your project’s not finished, you’re 
still not sure if everything coheres, and the thing’s so deep you 
can’t dare reduce it to a single paragraph.  I know this.  I don’t 
particularly enjoy writing abstracts, either.  But abstracts are 
necessary beasts.  Aside from giving your readers a quick 
snapshot of your research, they also force you to articulate—in a 
precise fashion and in exact numbers—what, exactly, you are up 
to.   
 
To the details, then.   
 
Your abstract should include: 
 

• The aim of your project and its motivation/purpose, 
• Your research question (although it does not need to be 

articulated as a question), 
• Your method (how you did what you did), 
• Your results (what you learned), 
• The implications of your results (or why your research 

matters), and  
• The trajectory of your project (what you plan to do with it 

in the future).   
 
This one should be in words.  Despite Blake’s abstract of humans (above-right), we’re going with the 
industry standard here. 
 
Outcomes 

 
Your abstract should: 
 

• Be no more than three hundred words.   
• Be one concise and exact paragraph.   
• Include a title for your project, three keywords for it, and a one-sentence tagline describing it.  

(The keywords and tagline are not part of the three-hundred word limit.)   
• Be written for educated, non-expert audiences (e.g., academic types who might not be familiar 

with the digital humanities) and avoid jargon.   
• Summarize your work as it stands, instead of becoming an idea hike into unventured regions 

(that is, avoid speculations).   
• Mobilize terms and concepts from the class, again, for educated, non-expert audiences.   
• Demonstrate, through clear language, how your project’s motivation, question, method, results, 

and trajectory are related.    
• Follow the form below on page two.   

 
Before and during the process, consider: 
 

• How your data model is one way of thinking through your method.   



• Returning to your response to Prompt 3, which asked you for your research question, and to 
Prompt 2, which asked you what you want from your project.   

• Module 7 (on making your project matter) and how it speaks to your project’s motivation and the 
implications of your results.   

• How to write for people who would have absolutely no clue what, exactly, the digital humanities 
is.   

• How terms common in the course thus far (e.g., paradigm, syntagm, model, distant reading, 
remediation, and intermediation) might be helpful when articulating your project.  

• When terms should be defined.   
 
Contextualizing the Thing 
 
Your abstract is due—on the class blog (attached as a Word document)—before class on Wednesday, 
May 20th.  On May 27th, we’ll consider how to integrate your abstract into the presentation of your project.  
An abstract is nothing without what it’s abstracting.   
 
The abstract will be graded on the 4.0 scale, and it can be revised once.  It’s part of your individual project 
grade.   
 
If you need help condensing, then let me know.   
 
Form for the Abstract 
 
Project Title 
Your Name, Your Major 
Tagline  
Three keywords 
 
Body of abstract (300 words, one paragraph) 
 
Examples 
 
View some sample abstracts (which do not necessarily follow the format and outcomes for this prompt, 
but are nevertheless good references).     
 
 
 

http://mappingthedigitalhumanities.org/wp-content/uploads/2009/01/assignment-3.pdf
http://mappingthedigitalhumanities.org/wp-content/uploads/2009/01/assignment-2.pdf
http://mappingthedigitalhumanities.org/wp-content/uploads/2009/01/module-7.pdf
http://mappingthedigitalhumanities.org/wp-content/uploads/2009/04/userguide.pdf
http://mappingthedigitalhumanities.org/wp-content/uploads/2009/04/userguide.pdf
http://www.sccur.uci.edu/sampleabstracts.html


 
 
From DJ Spooky’s Rhythm Science: As George Santayana said so long ago, “Those who cannot 
remember the past are condemned to repeat it.”  That one’s scenario.  But what happens when the 
memories filter through the machines we use to process culture and become software—a constantly 
updated, always turbulent terrain more powerful than the machine through which it runs?  Memory, 
damnation, and repetition: That was then, this is now.  We have machines to repeat history for us. . . . 
The circuitry of the machines is the constant in this picture; the software is the embodiment of infinite 
adaptability, an architecture of frozen music unthawed.   
 
Reflection, reflection, reflection.  Instructors often like the word.  I’m not sure 
it fits here, though.  The purpose of this project assessment isn’t for you to 
ruminate on whether you’re good enough or smart enough.  We know you 
are, and people like you.  It’s for you to articulate what—over the course of 
the quarter—ultimately emerged from your project and what you think of it.   
 
The thing began as an idea.  You then converted it into an agenda, with a 
model, compiling pieces of data, and ultimately animating those pieces.  
That said, I hope you collected something you’re happy with.  
 
The project goal was for you to think through “generative constraints” as 
strict as computation and data models to produce provocative questions, new knowledge, and 
reconfigurations of literature, culture, and history.  After all, the hardware of history needn’t determine its 
interpretation, and the wiring of culture is never neutral.  Infinite adaptability.   
 
With that adaptability in mind, please unpack this list, without, of course, the brazen assumption that your 
unpacking is final.  The quarter just so happens to be over.  (And I’m really sad about that.)  

 
• How—for better and for worse—does your animation project differ from an academic paper 

(especially one intended for print)?  What does it ask of audiences and to what effects?   
• How does your project produce new knowledge and about what?   
• Considering the brevity of a quarter, how was your project a success?  What did you learn from 

it?  What will others?   
• How could you improve your project?  What do you want to continuing learning from it?   
• How, if at all, do you plan on developing (or using) your project in the future?   Do you plan to 

circulate it to others or make it public?  Why or why not?   
 
Unless you are going for writing credit, I’ve decided to let you choose the medium or media here.  You 
can make—or blend together—video, a website, audio, word docs, or what-have-you.  Be creative.   
 
Just do me two favors: 
 

1. With your assessment, include three outcomes upon which I should assess your project and your 
assessment of it.  Those outcomes should include references to your method for collecting data, 
your awareness of your own bias/intent/procedures, your project’s design, and how your project 
produces knowledge (instead of just re-presenting known information).   

2. Provide me with your final animation project.  Upload it to the blog, provide a link, or the like.  
(See more below.) 

 
Outcomes 

 
By focusing on your project as a process, your project assessment should: 
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• Be composed for educated, non-expert audiences (e.g., academic types who might not be 
familiar with the digital humanities).   

• Demonstrate your understanding of the digital humanities as a field, using material from the 
class when appropriate. 

• Reference specific aspects of your project and draw upon it for evidence.   
• Exhibit critical approaches to your own project (e.g., show that you know how you did what you 

did, what worked, and how you could have done things differently).   
• If applicable, include a works cited page of texts quoted, paraphrased, or the like.    

 
Before and during the process, consider: 
 

• Returning to your responses to all prompts.  How has your project—and your framing of it—
changed since then?   

• Returning to the course syllabus and assessing what you’ve learned in the class since day one of 
the quarter.   

• Returning to the user’s guide for CHID 498.   
• Circulating a draft assessment to me and your peers.  (Use the blog!) 
• How to write for people who would have absolutely no clue what, exactly, the digital humanities 

is.   
• Doing something that will keep you interested.  It’s finals week, in spring, just before summer, 

y’all.   
 
This One Will Not Be Revised 
 
Your project assessment and final portfolio are due—on the class blog (filed under your name)—by the 
end of the day, Wednesday, June 10th.   
 
Here’s what (ideally) should be uploaded to your author page on the blog:  
 

• Mapping 1, 
• Thought Piece (First Draft and Revision, if applicable), 
• Needs Assessment (First Draft and Revision, if applicable), 
• Work Flow (First Draft and Revision, if applicable), 
• Mapping 2 
• Data Model (First Draft and Revision, if applicable), 
• Abstract (First Draft and Revision, if applicable), 
• Animation (all versions, including the one presented on June 3rd), 
• Project Assessment, and 
• Anything else you think is relevant.   

 
As a reminder, here’s how your work in 498 will be graded:  

• Class participation (30% of the grade) 
• Blogging and collaborative mapping (20% of the grade) 
• HTML quiz (5% of the grade)  
• Final exhibition (5% of the grade) 
• Individual project (40% of the grade) 

These five components of the class will each be graded on a 4.0 scale and then, for your final grade, 
averaged according to the percentages I provide above.   

And here’s how the portfolio is graded:  
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• Thought piece (10% of portfolio, can be revised once after it’s graded),  
• Needs assessment (10% of portfolio, can be revised once after it’s graded), 
• Work flow (10% of portfolio, can be revised once after it’s graded),  
• Data model (15% of portfolio, can be revised once after it’s graded),  
• Abstract (15% of portfolio, can be revised once after it’s graded), and 
• Final prototype and assessment (40% of portfolio, cannot be revised after it’s graded).   

See me with questions!   

Have a rad summer break, people.  It’s been a pleasure, and—to reiterate—make this last bit interesting.  
After all, CHID 498 was, from the get-go, an experiment.    

 
 
 




